No. MSDE-18013/07/CIR/2019-TTC (ATS)  
Government of India  
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship  
Directorate General of Training  

Employment Exchange Building, Library Avenue,  
PUSA Campus, New Delhi-12, Dated 05th November, 2019

To,

(i) All the State Apprenticeship Advisors dealing with Apprenticeship Training Scheme
(ii) All the Regional Directorate of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship.

Subject: Implementation of Reform in all India Trade Test for conduct of practical and Engineering Drawing Exam under ATS

Sir,

In continuation to letter no MSDE-18011/DGT/2017-TTC (pt. III) dated 16 January, 2019 & letter no. MSDE-19/02/2018-CD Dated 26 February, 2018, where in the reform in conduct of practical and Engineering Drawing Exam under AITT was conveyed respectively (copy enclosed).

As per letter no. MSDE-19/02/2018-CD dated 26 February, 2018 Para II, "the Central establishments and multi-state operating establishment/ Establishment dealing with Norms & Courses under control of Regional Directorate of DGT providing apprenticeship training under ATS, may be entrusted to prepare question paper of Engineering drawing subject also along with practical exams for all the trades running in their establishments for AITT under ATS to be conducted in October/ November 2019 and onwards. The establishment may have self-exam center for Engineering Drawing exam or at Govt. ITI in coordination with SAA/AAA if required".

In this regard it is further clarified that establishment may obtain the Question paper of Practical & Engineering Drawing from State Directorate or can set their own Question paper in case the same is not available with State Government.

It is also informed that:

1. From now onwards Engineering Drawing & Practical Exam under AITT shall be conducted by Establishment on the next day of the completion of the Apprenticeship training before relieving of the Apprentices/ batch of apprentices, or within one month of relieving.

2. For current exam, Practical and Engineering Drawing exam of all the Apprentices who have completed their training upto the month of Oct, 2019 should be conducted before 30th Nov, 2019 at their respective establishment. After evaluation of Practical Exam & drawing sheet, the marks shall be kept ready for uploading in the portal on or before 10th Dec., 2019.

3. Conduct of theoretical subject exam in CBT mode will be done by the designated agency of DGT. It will be conducted on quarterly basis. However in the cities/establishments where larger number of candidate are available, it will be experimented with conducting exams even on monthly basis

In view of the above you are requested to direct all the industries/ establishment under your kind control to inform all concerned eligible apprentices and implement the aforesaid process of examination with immediate effect.

(Ishwar Singh)  
Director of Apprenticeship Training